
Thousands of colors from IFS 

*Not all Pantone shades are available. Please talk to your IFS rep for details.
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At IFS we have well over 55,000 colors. That means 
you have access to every color in the rainbow and then 
some. What’s more, they are available in a full range 
of chemistries including Polyesters, Super Durables, 
Urethanes, Fluoropolymers and Hybrids as well as fast 
cure formulations.

Sometimes a solid color isn’t enough. A special effect 
can take your powder coated piece to the next level, 
whether it’s adding a little sparkle with a beautiful 
metallic or a tactile element with a touch of texture. 
Choose from our great selection of special effects. 
Special effects from IFS include:

We have a selection of color cards available free of 
charge to help you choose the right shade. Make sure 
you have your copies readily available. Once you’ve 
narrowed down your choice we’re happy to send you 
color chips to make sure you’re 100% happy with  
your selection.

Don’t see what you’re looking for? Just ask! With so 
many colors and effects, we can’t put everything on 
the color charts. Our color creation experts have many 
more colors and effects that we can send to you for 
consideration.

What’s more, displaying your color capability is easy 
with the IFS wall boards that showcase the hundreds of 
colors available to your customers and brighten up your 
space. Ask for details. 

Talk to your IFS representative for  
further information on IFS color capability

RALs

Pantones*

ANSI

Federal Standards

Blacks, whites, neutrals

Pastels and brights

Metallics

Anodics

Metallics

Anodics

Wrinkles

Veins

Hammertones 

Textures

Rivers

Translucents

Ensuring you have the right color for 
you or your customer is important.

Speak to our color creation experts for 
a unique solution to suit you.

IFS Special Effects

There’s a vast range of colors available 
to you, including: 
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IFS Match
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IFS Match allows you the freedom to create the exact 
color you need in the right product type. Know what 
you need? Simply send us a sample. We will quickly 
analyze the shade using the latest color matching 
technology and create a match and sample panel for 
you to approve. 

Creating the exact shade you need is easy. We’re  
here to make sure you get the color you want.

Don’t forget that color matching or custom color 
creation can also benefit from having any of the IFS 
special effects added to the powder to ensure you 
capture the exact look the piece needs. Whether you 
want a different gloss - achieving a flat matte or a super 
shine -  or add a sparkle, texture of something more to 
your powder, it’s simple with IFS.

The IFS color experts are available to advise you on  
the best powder chemistry for your application and  
any limitations there may be in terms of color or  
gloss capability.

Need quick custom colors in small quantities? The 
IFS sister brand, Polychem, is the perfect partner for 
coating professionals who need quick turnaround 
times and flexible quantities in a standard polyester 
chemistry. At Polychem we will “match it – make it – 
mail it” in only 5 – 7 days, and any color or effect is 
available in quantities as low as 5lbs.

• Match a brand

• Match a liquid paint

• Match common house paint brands  
such as Benjamin Moore

• Match to fabric

• Match to metals or other objects

• Or simply create a custom color that is  
utterly unique to you

Color matching designed to deliver 
exactly what you need.

The IFS color experts can  
create colors to: 

Talk to your IFS representative for more 
information on Polychem or call


